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The Elden Ring, a game where you can prove your worth in the Lands Between, has come to allow you to embark on an adventure to claim the title of “Elden
Lord”.It is an action RPG in the world of fantasy with a focus on high-quality action, and where you will take the role of a brave warrior amidst a large cast of
characters. Players will follow a story with multiple endings that depend on how they play.It is expected that the action and story of the game will be enjoyed
by the player, and the deeper the game is played, the more the player can feel that the story progresses in a grand tale. BATTLE MAP MODE In addition to the
main story mode, the game features an action battle map mode as a multiplayer survival game where players will fight in the open-world map to establish
their strengths. Players can fight multiple times using “Hero Points,” which will be exchanged with other players after every battle. STORY MODE A story in
which the protagonist, who arrives on the continent of the Lands Between from the west with the goal of obtaining the title of “Elden Lord,” is accompanied by
members of the last race, people who take pride in their strength and boast about their power. A new story will be presented with multiple endings that
depend on how the player plays and how well he enjoys the story. The story will unfold as the protagonist gradually reaches the lands of the Elden Ring.
CHARACTER: ATTACK ELEMENTS Enemies have different attributes which correspond to their elemental properties, and there are three types of attacks as
well. Knowing the type of attack that a character uses can be helpful when battling against enemy types with different attack specifications. Attack Types
Strength Magic Melee Strength-based: Basic attacks Spells are Magic-based: Magical attacks Melee-based: Attacks for use in melee combat ★ Mixed Attacks
Melee-based attacks that are supported by strength Elemental Attacks Star Fire Wind Earth Wind: Elemental Magic ★ Cyber: Attacks supported by technology
★ Blade: Slashing attacks ★ Sword: Melee attacks with a swing ★ Spear: Piercing attacks ★ Gauntlet: Attacks that use the strength of the hand and arm ★ Axe
Features Key:
Action RPG Elden Ring will leave you breathless with an action RPG where you run around wild landscapes, solve puzzles, fight fearsome monsters, and drag valuable relics out of rugged dungeons that go far beyond your imagination.
One Game, Many Characterization Styles A vast open world where you can freely develop your own character. You can endlessly learn about the world and thrive in your character’s play style, such as becoming a mighty warrior, peerless mage, or sly thief.
Along the Way How a dark oath became a legend. The story unfolds in fragments as you cruise along the Lands Between. It may be lost in the mists of time, but the story is re-emerging at the height of a powerful magic wave.

Elden Ring contains the following features:
• Classic Dungeons The Lands Between A rugged frontier where you can freely develop your own character. Deep dungeons spread out in the Lands Between. • The Frontline of a Historical Adventure The timeline of a band of thieves, it then unfolds into the tale of a dark oath. Can you take up the
assassin’s dagger and take the lives of your target enemies? What answers do the seals carved into stone give?
A myriad of dungeons waiting to be discovered

Elden Ring release schedule:
2016.10.04 (North America) 2016.10.07 (Europe) 2016.10.11 (World)
The protagonist has a way to speak. Find a keyword and it will tell you the state of the protagonist’s mood.

Elden Ring update schedule:
Will be announced.
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